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Game machinarium mod apk

Machinarium - 4.0 out of 53 votes DescriptionThe is an award-winning independent adventure game developed by the makers of the big android game Machinarium Samorost and Botanicula. Help the robot recover girlfriend Berta from Josef blackcap Brotherhood.WHAT's NEW IN VERSION 2:* Pinch-to-zoom (small screen friendly)*
Supports both Smartphones and Tablets* Better Graphics * Achievements* Save Cloud!! Please note that your old recording from version 1.X will not work, but you can use the Save Loss function in-game to partially restore your location (there are 6 prerecorded positions from various parts of the game). Reviews:Absolutely Fantastic -
TouchArcade4/4 - USA TODAY4/4 - SlideToPlay9/10 - Pocket GamerAwards:- Visual Arts Also Excellence Awards-Best Indie Game of the Year- Best Indie Game of the Year - Best Indie Game Requirements and Details of the Year:Android Version Required: 2.3 and above Android Smartphones and Tablets Needed Storage versions:
220 MB or moreInternet connections not required for PlayLAST Updated Apk Version: 2.2.6APK ID: air.net.machinarium.Machinarium.GPGenre: AdventurePrice: €4.99 with NO In-App PurchasesAds? NOInstallation Guidelines Download one of the following [APK] files or try the [Google Play] version; move and install the .apk file to your
Smartphone or Tablet (if you are on your mobile phone, you need to install it by apk tap); Download the appropriate [GAME CACHE] file; Extract (if you are using a mobile phone, Use your file manager to get to your download folder, then locate the game cache file, continue pressing the .zip file for about 1-2 seconds, and a menu
appears, then select Extract; move the folder containing the .obb file as follows: sdcard/Android/obb/ (if you don't have a microSD, transfer it to: Android/obb/ and if you don't see the obb folder inside Android, just create it!); Launch the app and have fun with Machinarium Broken Link? Outdated Version? Report it! Would you like to make a
special MOD for us? Visit our Private Forum! [APK] [11.1 MB] [v2.2.6] [GAME CACHE] [220.2 MB] [v2.2.6] [APK] [10.9 MB] [v2.0.39] [GAME CACHE] [220.2 MB] [v2.2.39] [APK+DATA] [Google Play] [Paid Game]Machinarium problem? Please read about INSTALLING MOD APK FILES. The connection's broken? Looking for a newer or
MOD version of Machinarium? Join our community and we'll help you! Machinarium is sure of a great Adventure app for android, and it has already been downloaded only here about 28630 times on your favorite Android site, and probably a thousand times on Google Play! You will definitely love his game and we really believe you will
enjoy it for hours at home, at school, on the subway or wherewhere you go with your smartphone or Tablet! To download Machinarium, click the appropriate Download button above this paragraph: The [Google Play] button redirects you to the Play Store, the official source of machinarium, while the other will direct you to the target page to
download Machinarium. will direct you. Device! If you have a few minutes, please scroll down and review this app, giving a feedback and sharing your experience of Machinarium, helping people from around the world know what Machinarium is about and whether it works well for you. If you like Adventure for Android apps like we do,
share your love using the social buttons below to get your friends to know us! I hope I found this useful page about Machinarium! Read 28630 times Machinarium Updated: Monday, 14 December 2020 17:28 For a mystery game that has been waiting so long, what you see should not be a picture, but a mood; there should be no sound
effects or emotions. People are good at depicting the world that machines create or dominate, all of which is due to their trust in machines and insecurity that is afraid to be replaced by machines, so that such a world is always associated with eskatology, in the Film Wall. Desert E in the desert, or scattered rubble over the game radiation
shelter, you can't easily let us. - APKAward.com Machinarium is also a machine-made world, the background is also a brunette sky, rugged mountains, scattered metal buildings and abandoned pieces, people can give first impressions not barren, even some thriving scene. Because of the robots that live in it, as well as robot cats, dogs,
birds, insects ... They never think about what they are and never care what else they do, they do what they do , so live very happy. There is a robot boy, to say that it is true the head of the child, woke up one day, do not know where to throw the body and arm and leg ... ... Yes! This is our hero, in my view, the whole story of how morality
can take risks in the adult world of children, and this child clearly has extraordinary ability, for example, observation is good, brain and courage challenge is good. But the most important thing is to flex his muscles. When your fingers sweep vertically, you can stretch, sweep and shorten your body again. You need to use this feature to
solve puzzles without problems in almost any level. As for the game, the better the puzzle game is easier. If the game is an art, this puzzle game is not the art of the game, test control and reaction, but observation intentions and resonance of the game. Machinarium's first scene basically explains the whole game, in fact, two: point and
drag, transition or scene, scene in need of use, or a long time to help the robot. Here you want to talk about puzzle game in China by players who are suddenly excluded from the status quo, how many great puzzle games and we are unanswered, in addition to player habits, the most important or Chinese version, a large part of the
English dialogue and tips players reluctantly cut love. At the moment, Machinarium has not yet released the Chinese version (I heard this plan) but actually, I don't understand English, it can be Good because the game wants almost no dialogue and text, there is even a need with a graphical screen, not at all curious, how can we
understand the language of the robot? Of course, developers of the Czech Republic, they are also laborious, in short, do not deserize chinese players because they turn a bunch of English that benefits so accurately. With the help of the mouse machine do the children finally get the body aligned, leave this place below, but how to spend it
in front of the ditch? It is a must to explore, find and solve puzzles using the scene. Not every scene is great, but to create an atmosphere in order, the funny style of general hand paint is quite boring, the scene usually does not make any special position, or the more experienced puzzle game slopes older players. However, this does not
mean that it is a difficult game, on the contrary, maybe some scenes will spend some time thinking and cruising, but even if new players get as a puzzle game entry it is suitable for any gender, any level of training, any age game player. The scene combination has the basic skills of a mystery game drifting together on the stage bar on the
line. Enron's through! We first noticed and started adventure! Scene, good! Not only to describe the high level of art, but such a delicate and precise and unique style of really difficult picture. Although everything is inside the machine, but we always feel very warm. Children who encountered the first problem before entering the city were
banned. Disguised as an adult? Or almost something... the original lack of a light bulb at the beginning ... ... Make it smooth! Every scene has a great sense of accomplishment. All kinds of games, puzzle game is the most exciting, and most likely to be abandoned, because of the skill and competence, it is easy to be stuck, but if you can
easily teach the game to play, this game has no meaning. A good puzzle game should be a good help system, please see what a good help system, Machinarium. In the lower right corner there is a book with a light bulb and a question mark, the bulb can give you a hint of the basic puzzle element of the level, and the puzzles still need to
be ed by themselves; If it doesn't work, how can I say to live here with a question mark of the book, but the premise is that you want to play a MINI air war games, an effective answer to curb the lazy hope channeled all closely, in vain the manufacturer's attentive. It's a magical place, the new adventure is about to begin, I'm not going to do
a lot of drama, and I have time to write a book Raiders for everyone. By the way, the music of the Machinarium is very good, with the atmosphere of the game, mutual integration, rendering each other, sometimes spiritual, sometimes even funny, even a little strange, but never dark heavy, beautiful and depth, get us more like this world. I
can be sure that Machinarium is definitely a characteristic game. This it's also a game worth playing. Every time I see a game like this, I'm going to be sad why there's only five stars. Star.
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